Surface manipulation for improving the sensitivity and selectivity of glassy carbon electrodes by electrochemical treatment.
The performance of electrochemical sensor is related to the surface structure of electrode. Electrochemical treatment was often used to improve the performance of glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) for the simplicity of operation. The densely compact oxide film formed on the surface of the electro-oxidized glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs-ox) could be changed to be porous by following electro-reduction of the GCEs-ox obtaining the totally reduced GCEs-ox (GCEs-re). The GCEs-re with a porous film exhibited high sensitivity in detecting epinephrine (EP) accompanying with poor stability and incapability of anti-interference from negatively charged ascorbic acid (AA) because both of AA and EP could permeate the porous film. Compared to the GCEs-re, the GCEs-ox with a densely compact film displayed relatively lower sensitivity but higher stability. To combine the advantages of both porous and densely compact oxide films, a partially reduced GCE-ox (GCE-ox-re) with an oxide film porous outer and densely compact inner was designed by controlling the electro-reduction time and potential, which will provide a new strategy for improving the performance of GCEs. The GCEs-ox-re exhibited high sensitivity, excellent stability and high selectivity in the detection of EP. In the presence of 0.1 mM AA, the anodic peak current of EP was directly proportional to its concentration in the range of 8.0x10(-9)-2.0x10(-7) M and EP as low as 2.0x10(-9) M could be detected.